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ABSTRACT
The first part of this thesis provides a brief explana-
tion of a marketing strategy for an industrialized
building system utilizing wet modules. A major problem
in producing low cost housing is explored: resolution
of the conflict involving marketing, delivery and
planning.
The second part describes through 32 drawings the "slip
frame process", a 3 storey box, delivered horizontally
which is both an extension of the plumbing chase and
a packaging system. The box is capable of expansion in
one or two directions to include service modules and other
"wet" building components.
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FOREWORD
"Start from where you are,





This thesis focuses on the conflict inherent in the
production of modular housing:
Marketing - volume production, code and labor acceptance
Delivery - size, weight and strength constraints
Planning - special dimension and flexibility requirements
There are many products already produced which are poten-
tially industrializable (e.g., packaged bathrooms and kit-
chen units) . There are also available many building
systems, American and European, all with the common goal
of lowering the cost of housing. They all share the
common requirement that to lower costs significantly
they must have volume production. Clearly, not required
are more building systems, but better marketing strategies.
The service area of a dwelling (including HVAC, bathroom,
kitchen, stairs) has assumed an increasingly dispropor-
tionate percentage of the total building cost, compared
to the shell. This proposal, the "slip frame", packages
this service area in the factory and attempts to maximize
application possibilities by the capability to vary in
dimension.
The idea of expanding modules on site after compliance
with road width constraints is not a new one. The "slip
frame" approach attempts.to simplify the process and
add to the body of knowledge on alternative solutions.
With the increasing production of modular housing, limited
in dimension by delivery constraints, will come new
pressures to explode dimensions imposed by constraints
vi
other than those of good design practice.
This proposal would "factor out" the high cost elements
of the dwelling and package them at the factory where
maximum savings in labor can be achieved. Perhaps the
most significant feature of this approach is that the
package is hidden within the shell of the building.
The implication here is that acceptance of an industrial-
ized building product may be increased since it does not
read as a box or "pre fab" system. A small change in
the industrialization of the mechanical equipment sector
of building should result in a significant impact on
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This is to acknowledge that the drawings of this thesis
do not conform to the standard format set by the Insti-
tute.
The author assumes all responsibility for any damages
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